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Abstract. The emerging large-scale computational grid infrastructure is pro-
viding an interesting platform for massive distributed computations. In this pa-
per the problem of exploiting such computational grids for solving challenging
propositional satisfiability problem (SAT) instances is studied. When designing
a distributed algorithm for a large loosely coupled computational grid, a num-
ber of grid specific problems need to be tackled including theheterogeneity of
the resources, inherent communication delays, and high failure probabilities of
grid jobs. In this work a novel distribution method for solving SAT problem in-
stances, called scattering, is introduced. The key advantages of scattering are that
it can be used in conjunction with any sequential SAT solver (including indus-
trial black box solvers), the distribution heuristic is strictly separated from the
heuristic used in sequential solving, and it requires no communication between
processes solving subproblems but still allows coordination of such processes. An
implementation of the method has been developed for NorduGrid, a large widely
distributed production-level grid running in Scandinavia. The implementation has
been benchmarked with test cases including random 3SAT and challenging indus-
trial benchmarks used in previous SAT competitions.

1 Introduction

We study thepropositional satisfiability problem(SAT) of determining whether a given
propositional formula has a satisfying truth assignment. Decision methods for SAT and
their implementation techniques have advanced considerably during the last decade and
SAT based techniques have been applied successfully in several areas including plan-
ning [1,2], model checking of finite state systems [3,4], testing [5], hardware verifica-
tion [6], VLSI-routing [7], and scheduling [8].

An interesting approach to boosting the applicability of SAT based problem solving
is to exploit parallel and distributed computation to solvecomputationally challenging
SAT problem instances. Improvements in networking, availability of networked clusters
and, in particular, the emerging large scale computationalgrid infrastructure make this
approach increasingly attractive. For example, the largest software project currently
funded by the European Union is the EGEE project (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE;
http://public.eu-egee.org/).

In this paper we study how to exploit the rapidly developing computational grid
infrastructure in solving challenging SAT instances. Compared to more tightly coupled
parallel and distributed computing architectures, computational grids have properties
that need to be taken into account when designing distributed algorithms. In particular,



– the available resources can be quite heterogeneous in a grid,
– no shared memory is available and communication delays are significant, and
– individual jobs executed in grid nodes have non-negligiblefailure rates.

The goal is an approach where we can exploit the best available sequential SAT solv-
ing techniques and the (almost unlimited) computational resources that are becoming
available through emerging computational grids. For this we are developing distributed
SAT solving methods that satisfiy the following set of requirements.

– Any sequential SAT solver can be exploited in solving a (sub)problem with little
(or preferably no) changes.

– If the used sequential SAT solvers are complete, that is, candecide whether the
input formula is satisfiable or not, then the overall distributed method should be
complete as well.

– The methods are usable in a wide variety of grid infrastructures.
– There is minimal (or no) communication between grid nodes during solving. This

is important because in grids communication delays are significant and support for
process-to-process communication is very limited due to security reasons.

– The methods are fault-tolerant and able to recover and maintain completeness even
if a substantial number of grid processes fail.

Several parallel SAT solvers designed to work in a distributed networked environ-
ment have been described in the literature [9,10,11,12,13,14]. However, in these ap-
proaches it is not possible to exploit a chosen sequential SAT solver directly but they
are based on developing a special purpose SAT solver for the distributed case. More-
over, distribution of work and load balancing are fairly tightly coupled with the deci-
sions made in the SAT solver and a significant amount of inter-process communication
is needed.

A straightforward way to satisfy the requirements above is to use an approach we
call Simple Distributed SAT(SDSAT) where a SAT instance is solved by running a
number of SAT solvers on the same instance as independent jobs and waiting until
one of them solves the problem. If a randomized SAT solver is available (for exam-
ple,Satz-rand, WalkSAT, orAdaptiveNovelty+), this solver can be used with
different seeds. This approach has potential as results, for example, in [15,16] indicate.

However, an obvious weakness of SDSAT is that there is no cooperation between the
independent jobs, that is, there is no way that progress and partial results obtained in one
job can contribute to completing another job. This is a serious shortcoming especially
in a grid environment because each process run in a grid needsto be given resource
bounds (CPU time, memory) when the process is sent to be executed. Thus, the natural
way of running SDSAT by starting jobs without resource bounds and waiting until one
of them succeeds is not available in grids. Moreover, job management in a grid typically
takes into account the resource requirements of a job, implying lower priority to jobs
with substantial resource demands and, hence, longer delays.

In this paper we present a novel distributed SAT solving method calledscattering,
which satisfies the requirements above but still allows for cooperation. The basic idea is
to divide a given SAT instance gradually to increasingly more constrained subproblems
that are sent to the grid to be solved using practically any available SAT solver. While
this is somewhat similar to SDSAT, there are substantial differences.



– The subproblems to be solved become increasingly constrained as the computation
proceeds and, hence, computationally easier to solve.

– Learning techniques used in sequential solvers can be exploited when dividing a
problem to subproblems.

– Jobs exceeding given resource bounds are interrupted and divided into more con-
strained and computationally manageable subparts.

– The division of a problem to subproblems is based on estimating the computational
cost of the subproblems in order to achieve better load-balancing.

We have implemented the method for NorduGrid [17] (http://www.nordugrid.
org/), a widely distributed Scandinavian computational grid consisting of mainly PC
clusters running the Linux operating system.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the scattering
method for distributed SAT solving. Section 3 explains how the method has been im-
plemented on NorduGrid and Sect. 4 reports experiments on the feasibility of the ap-
proach.

2 Algorithm

The goal is to develop an algorithm for solving challenging SAT instances on a variety
of grids. In order to be able to employ a wide range of grid infrastructures, we make
minimal assumptions regarding thedistributed execution environmentprovided by the
grid. Such an environment is assumed to offer a simple interface between the client
sendingexecutions, that is, executable programs together with their inputs, and the en-
vironment receiving and running the executions. The only functionalities available to
the client are

– Send, which sends an execution to the environment,
– Monitor, which reports the state of the execution, and
– Receive, which returns the result of an execution.

It is straightforward to implement these functionalities in practically any grid environ-
ment. Notice that apart from the capability of monitoring the state of the executions, the
environment is not assumed to support any communication from the client to the envi-
ronment. We do not either assume that the executions are ableto communicate directly
with each other. In addition to defining the interface, we also assume that the distributed
execution environment has some maximum amount of simultaneous executions it can
hold. If this limit is reached, the environment issaturatedand any new executions sent
to the environment may fail without a result.

The executions are required to be autonomous in the sense that once the execution
has been constructed by the client and sent to the environment, the execution cannot be
further guided. The execution must finish when some condition given at its construction
time is triggered, for example, when a given CPU time or memory limit is exceeded.

Such an environment is well suited to running the simple distributed SAT (SDSAT)
scheme. However, SDSAT is not optimal for solving highly resource intensive problems
in a grid because of the resource bounds and job management policies in grids explained
in the introduction.



In order to address deficiencies of the SDSAT approach we havedeveloped a dis-
tribution method calledscatteringfor solving SAT instances in the simple distributed
execution environment described above. The basic ideas underlying scattering are quite
straightforward.

– A SAT problem instance is divided to a set of subproblems by adding new con-
straints (clauses) to the original problem to make the subproblems easier to solve.

– The division of a problem to subproblems (a scattering step)is done so that (i) if all
subproblems have been solved, we get a solution to the original problem, and (ii)
search spaces of the subproblems are disjoint.

– An execution of a subproblem is interrupted if a given resource bound is exceeded
and the problem is divided further.

Next we explain (i) the basic scattering rule and the resulting scattering tree, (ii) the
technique employed to generate subproblems with comparable estimated computational
cost, (iii) the heuristic used to select constraints to be added, and (iv) methods for ex-
ploiting learning in scattering.

2.1 The Basic Scattering Rule and the Scattering Tree

The scattering rule constructs a parameterized numbersf of scattered propositional
formulasF1, . . . , Fsf from a formulaF such that

Fi =







F ∧ T1 if i = 1
F ∧ ¬T1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Ti−1 ∧ Ti if 1 < i < sf

F ∧ ¬T1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Tsf−1 if i = sf ,
(1)

where eachTi is a conjunctionli1 ∧ · · ·∧ lidi
of di literals selected by a heuristic method

(explained in Sect. 2.3) and eachdi is selected to yield comparably sized subproblems
(as described in Sect. 2.2). The expression¬Ti = l̄i1 ∨ · · · ∨ l̄idi

is the negation of the
conjunctionTi. Thus constructed propositional formulas have the properties that

– the disjunctionF1 ∨ · · · ∨ Fsf is logically equivalent to the formulaF , and
– no two formulasFi, Fj , i 6= j, share a satisfying truth assignment.

The idea is to solve a SAT instanceFr by performing a distributed search in ascat-
tering treewhere the root isFr and the nodes are formulas obtained by the scattering
rule so that the children of a nodeF are the scattered formulasF1, . . . , Fsf . The search
is implemented using the distributed execution environment by sending formulas as-
sociated to nodes as jobs to be solved in the environment according to some search
strategy. An example of a part of a scattering tree constructed with the scattering rule is
given in Fig. 1.

A node of the tree iscomputed satisfiableif the computation of the corresponding
job returns from the environment with this answer, or if at least one of the children is
computed satisfiable. The node iscomputed unsatisfiableif the corresponding job re-
turns with the answer unsatisfiable, or if all children have been computed unsatisfiable.



F

F ∧ ((x1) ∧ (x̄2)) F ∧ ((x̄1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x̄3) ∧ (x4)) F ∧ ((x̄1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x3 ∨ x̄4) ∧ (x1)) F ∧ ((x̄1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x3 ∨ x̄4) ∧ (x̄1))

F ∧ ((x1) ∧ (x̄2) ∧ (x3) ∧ (x̄6)) F ∧ ((x1) ∧ (x̄2) ∧ (x̄3 ∨ x6) ∧ (x4) ∧ (x6)) F ∧ ((x1) ∧ (x̄2) ∧ (x̄3 ∨ x6) ∧ (x̄4 ∨ x̄6) ∧ (x3)) F ∧ ((x1) ∧ (x̄2) ∧ (x̄3 ∨ x6) ∧ (x̄4 ∨ x̄6) ∧ (x̄3))

Fig. 1. A part of a scattering tree

The scattering tree is constructed incrementally while sending the jobs (formulas asso-
ciated with the nodes of the tree) to the distributed execution environment until the root
is computed either satisfiable or unsatisfiable.

The correctness of the computed answer follows from the following observations.
Since scattered formulas ofF are more constrained thanF by (1), a satisfying truth
assignment for one of the scattered formulas satisfies the formulaF as well. Moreover,
since the disjunction of the scattered formulas is logically equivalent to the formulaF , if
all scattered formulas are unsatisfiable, the formulaF is also unsatisfiable. Furthermore,
if a propositional formula is computed unsatisfiable, all possible scattered formulas,
being more constrained, are also unsatisfiable.

2.2 Balancing the subproblems

The basic scattering step onF will fix di literals by the conjunctionTi on each scattered
instanceFi, 1 ≤ i ≤ sf − 1. The idea is to try to divideF to subproblemsFi that have
comparable estimated computational costs. Lett(F ) denote the estimate of the time
required to solve a formulaF directly. Then the time required to solve eachFi should
be comparable tot(F )

sf
. Since the solution spaces of the instances are distinct by (1),

we may assume that the solving timest(Fj) = t(F )
sf

, 1 ≤ j < i of the previously
constructed problems can be subtracted from the total solving timet(F ) to get the time
required to solve the remaining problem. Since the time for the problemFi should also
be equal tot(F )

sf
, a proportionri should be constructed from the remaining problem of

which the run time is approximatelyt(F ) − (i − 1) t(F )
sf

, yielding the equation

t(F )

sf
=

(

t(F ) − (i − 1)
t(F )

sf

)

ri,

which, when solved forri, becomes

ri =
1

sf − i + 1
.

As an approximation of the computational cost we assume the worst case behaviour,
that is,t(F ) = O(2n) wheren is the number of variables inF . If di is the number
of literals fixed in a scattering step to obtainFi, thent(Fi) = O(2n−di) = O( 1

2di
2n),

when assuming direct simplification by unit propagation. Hence, the problem is reduced
to that of findingdi minimizing the difference| 1

2di
− ri|.



A balancing example forsf = 7 is given in Table 1. The first row shows values of
ri for i = 1, . . . , 7, the second row shows the values ofdi minimizing the difference
| 1
2di

− ri|, and the third row shows the resulting estimated fractions of the full problem.

Table 1.a balancing example forsf = 7

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ri
1

7

1

6

1

5

1

4

1

3

1

2
1

di 3 3 2 2 2 1 0

Resulting0.125 0.109 0.191 0.144 0.108 0.161 0.161

2.3 The Heuristic

The selection of literals for the scattered formulas in (1) is a heuristic process aiming
at constructing scattered formulas which have comparable solving times and are more
constrained than the formula from which they are scattered.In order to use existing
techniques for literal selection, we have implemented the heuristic selection of scat-
tering literals on top of a SAT solver implementation [18] similar to zChaff [19].
When selecting thedi literals for the scattered formulaFi, the procedure takes as input
F ∧ ¬T1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Ti−1, runs thezChaff type algorithm until it reaches the decision
leveldi + 1 and then selects as the literalsli1, . . . , l

i
di

thedi decision literals chosen on
levels1, . . . , di. More precisely this works as follows. After the initial unit propaga-
tion, a decision literal is chosen using a modification of thezChaff VSIDS heuristic
explained below and propagated until either a conflict is derived (in which case the pro-
cess will backtrack as indicated by the learned clause), or the algorithm has reached
the decision leveldi + 1, wheredi decision literals have been chosen and successfully
propagated1.

Our modification of the original VSIDS heuristic [19] aims atfinding variables that
divide the remaining search space into parts of comparable size. The original VSIDS
heuristic chooses greedily a literal with the best score. Inthe modification we use the
same scoring function but try to choose literals that have a more balanced score. For
this we rank each variablex with the scores of both literalsx and¬x and choose the
variable which has the best lower score of all variables, andfinally select the literal
corresponding to the higher score of this variable as the decision literal.

2.4 Learning in Scattering

On every path in the scattering tree, an ancestor of a formulais less constrained than
the child. As a result, all clauses which are logical consequences of the ancestor are

1 In case the literals cannot be selected, the problem is either unsatisfiable or a satisfiable truth
assignment is found, and the scattering can be stopped.



also logical consequences of the child. Since most SAT solvers employ clause learning
techniques, which construct logical consequences when thesearch arrives at a conflict,
the clauses learned in the ancestor formulas might also be relevant to the child formulas.
This suggests that some learned clauses should be selected for inclusion to the scattered
formulas. However, learned clauses from one scattered formula Fi are not necessary
logical consequences of another scattered formulaFj . Whereas the clauses from which
the learned clauses are derived could be recorded, the effort might overweight the profit
gained from the learned clauses.

In order to use the learned clauses in other formulas, we propose a scheme based on
the scattering tree. Learned clauses from formulaF can be included to the formulaF ′

only if F is ancestor ofF ′ in the scattering tree.

3 Implementation

We have implemented the scattering algorithm presented in Sect. 2 and the additional
components required to apply the parallelization scheme ina computational grid. The
implementation is named theSATU (SAT Ubiquitous) distributed SAT solver. SATU
takes as input a propositional formulaF , called theoriginal formula, and outputs a
satisfying truth assignment forF if the formula is shown to be satisfiable, an indica-
tion that the formula has no satisfying truth assignment if the formula is shown to be
unsatisfiable, or a timeout if the result could not be determined before a given time limit.

The distributed SAT solver SATU consists of five distinct processes communicating
with each other through network sockets. The overview of thearchitecture is presented
in Fig. 2. The main functionality of the parallelization scheme described in Sect. 2 is
implemented in Search and Scatter. In addition to these, theimplementation also in-
cludes GridJM, which is an interface to the Grid, and a local satisfiability solver, Filter,
acting as a preprocessor which aims at filtering easy jobs from being sent to the Grid.
Finally, the implementation contains an intermediate layer SATQueue for communi-
cation between Search, Filter, and GridJM. The original formula is given to Search,
which sends the formula to SATQueue and constructs the scattered formulas with Scat-
ter. When a formula arrives at SATQueue, Filter tries to solve it until it is sent to GridJM
which will finally deliver it to the Grid. The process Search receives the results and uses
them to guide the search in the scattering tree. Depicted on the bottom of Fig. 2 are the
executions, or jobs, consisting of a SAT solver and a scattered formula.

3.1 Scatter

The process Scatter is a subroutine used by Search. It takes as input a propositional
formula and returns a list of scattered formulas. We assume that the construction of
scattered formulas is a heuristic process, which, on average, gives better results in terms
of even distribution of the run time when more time is given for the calculations relating
to the heuristic. Since it is realistic to assume that the initiation of executions in the
distributed computing environment takes some amount of time, this time should be used
for heuristical calculations in Scatter. The architectureis designed so that a formula is
sent early for scattering and the scattered formulas are collected only when resources
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Fig. 2. the program architecture

for the distributed execution become available. This allows for some time for tuning
the modified VSIDS heuristic in Scatter before proceeding tothe basic scattering step.
The tuning is implemented as azChaff style SAT solving which updates the values
of literals when new clauses are learned as a result of conflicts in the search. As a side
effect, Scatter also learns new clauses, and the clauses canbe passed on to the scattered
formulas. The implementation supports amaximum length for learned clausesto pass.
If Scatter finds the formula satisfiable or unsatisfiable during this preprocessing stage, it
immediately reports the result to Search. This is an optimization, since the result would
be reported by the time Search requests for scattered formulas. However, it was noted
early on our experiments that on some easy problems, the timelost in waiting for the
request was significant.

3.2 Search

The construction of the scattering tree in Search is implemented as a breadth first search.
The search queue pictured in Fig. 2 keeps track of unsearchedbranches. The scattered
formulas are placed into the pool, which is a buffer for delivering the formulas to Grid
via SATQueue. The satisfiability of the original formula being solved is computed from
the scattering tree maintained in Search. If an ancestor in the scattering tree of some
formula in the queue is found unsatisfiable in the Grid, the formula is removed from
the queue, significantly pruning the search. New scattered formulas are requested from
Scatter only after the number of the formulas in the pool drops below apool limit given
as a parameter.



3.3 Communication to the Grid

The rest of the components, SATQueue, Filter and GridJM, deal with the interface to-
wards the distributed execution environment. Main challenges in the interface are the
communication delays related to sending the executions to the environment and re-
ceiving the results from the environment, and the recovery from the inevitable errors
occurring in the environment. The delays make it costly to send executions which only
run for a short period of time, and for this purpose the shortest jobs are filtered by the
satisfiability solver running in Filter. The errors relating to the distributed environment
affect significantly the run time. To lessen the effect, the errors are handled in GridJM by
resubmitting the failed executions some fixed amount of times determined by theresub-
mission count. The communication between GridJM, Filter and Search passes through
the intermediate process SATQueue.

The jobs sent to the Grid consist of a satisfiability solver and the problem instance
to be solved. The solver will terminate in the Grid after ajob specific timeoutif it
has not been able to show the instance satisfiable or unsatisfiable. There is a similar
limit, the job memory consumption limit, for the memory consumption of the solver.
GridJM requests jobs from Search until the number of jobs in the distributed computing
environment reaches thesaturation limit, given as a parameter to GridJM. Jobs arriving
as replies to these requests are first placed in an incoming job queue. This queue is
checked periodically for new jobs, which are then sent to theenvironment one at a
time. When GridJM finds a correctly finished job by monitoringthe grid, it forks a new
process for receiving the results of the finished job. The receiving is done in parallel in
the background. At the beginning of the solving of a difficultformula, it is common that
most of the scattered formulas timeout in the distributed execution environment. As a
result, the jobs finish approximately at the same time. To avoid this congestion, a whit
of randomness is added to the timeout values.

4 Experimental Results

To study the effectiveness of the presented ideas, we testedSATU in NorduGrid [17], a
production-level computational grid available in the Nordic countries. The cluster node
types, that is, the different types of computers to which we were able to submit jobs
during the benchmarking range from 450 MHz Pentium III to 2.6GHz Pentium(R) 4
and 2.2 GHz AMD Opteron(tm) 248. Due to the dynamic nature of the grid, the set of
available nodes changes constantly.

Below we present results of some preliminary tests. More test results are available
in [20].

4.1 Scalability

To get some indication of the scalability of SATU with respect to the available resources
from the computational grid, we tested it on a set of unsatisfiable 3SAT problems rang-
ing from 350 to 390 variables. Each formula was created so that the clause to variable
ratio is4.258+58.26n−5/3, wheren is the number of variables. This is the experimen-
tal crossover point of 3SAT [21]. In this test, SATU was run ona 500 MHz Pentium



III processor, except for Filter, which was running on a 2100MHz AMD Athlon(tm)
XP 2800+. The results were obtained with scattering factorsf = 7 and themaximum
length for learned clausesof 10 literals in Scatter,pool limit of 8 in Search,resubmis-
sion countof one in GridJM and ajob memory consumption limitof 1000 MB. The
job specific timeoutwas randomly selected from the range between 50 and 70 minutes
and thetimeout for SATUwas 12 hours. For each variable count we constructed a set of
formulas and an amount of 3 to 6 unsatisfiable formulas were identified from each set.
These formulas were solved withsaturation limitranging from 4 to 64. The results are
presented in Fig. 3.

The initial tests suggest that the formula solving scales well up to the saturation limit
of 16, after which the speedup grows more slowly. The behaviour is explained by the
observation that the actual parallelism in the grid does notreach the saturation limit on
larger values than 16. The effect of increasing parallelismseems more profound in the
more difficult jobs. Especially the minimum speedup at problems with 350 variables
is low compared to the speedups of formulas with more variables. This behaviour is
expected, given that the longer run times of formulas will give more actual parallelism,
as the sending delays do not dominate.

4.2 Comparison between SATU and SDSAT

In order to estimate the effectiveness of scattering we compared it to an idealized ver-
sion of the simple distributed SAT method (SDSAT) where we ran a randomized version
of the same SAT solver that is used in SATU multiple times and took the minimum run
time in CPU seconds as the performance estimate. Of course, this is a very optimistic
estimate because it does not include any overhead related togrid communication and
job management or scheduling delays caused by other computations in the grid.

For the benchmarks, we used a selection of difficult propositional formulas from the
SAT2002 competition [22], available athttp://www.satlib.org/. These bench-
marks were used to test also the GridSAT satisfiability solver [10]. The benchmarks
were first computed using SATU with the same parameters as in Sect. 4.1, with the
exception of GridJM running in a 1 GHz AMD Athlon(tm) processor, Filter running
in the 500 MHz Pentium III, thejob specific timeoutbeing randomly selected from the
range of 60 to 80 minutes,timeout for SATUset to 48 hours, and thesaturation limitset
to the constant 64. For SDSAT we used an instance specific timeout value which was
the run time of SATU multiplied by three. To get the SDSAT results, each formula was
run 64 times onzChaff versionChaff 2004.11.15 simplified which was
compiled to use randomness. The memory limit forzChaff was set to 1024 MB. The
SDSAT runs were done on a computer running AMD Athlon(tm) 64 Processor 3200+
at 2000 MHz.

We tried to locate the benchmarks used for GridSAT in [10] with no success. Hence,
we used those benchmarks fromhttp://www.satlib.org/whose names matched
those reported in [10]. From these benchmarks SATU solved the following in less than 8
minutes: bart15, cache_05, cnt09, comb2, dp10u09, dp12s12, homer11, homer12, ip38,
lisa20_1_a, w10_75. Results from the more difficult instances we have studied are pre-
sented in Table 2, in which we report SATU run times, the idealized SDSAT run time
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Fig. 3. scalability for unsatisfiable random 3SAT problems. Speedup compared to 4 grid nodes

estimate, and the number of SDSAT runs that had a shorter run time than that of SATU.

The results indicate that SATU performs surprising well in comparison to the mini-
mal run time of the idealized SDSAT. Despite the communication and job management
overhead and delays in scheduling caused by other jobs in thegrid, SATU handles rather
efficiently benchmarks where the idealized minimal run timeis low. Some problems,
notably Mat26, lisa21_3_a and vda_gr_rcs_w9, which seem tobe consistently difficult
for SDSAT are easier for SATU. This suggests the existence offormulas for which the
fast determination of satisfiability using SDSAT is unlikely, and which would thus be
difficult to solve in a grid environment using the basic SDSATapproach.



Table 2.comparison between SATU and SDSAT

Name SATU (s) SDSAT (s) # SDSAT≤ SATU Result

cnt10 1121 540 57 satisfiable
dp10u09 586 149 19 unsatisfiable
f2clk_40 8078 4831 34 unsatisfiable
lisa20_1_a 240 1 20 satisfiable
lisa21_3_a 1017 206 5 satisfiable
Mat26 1503 4151 0 unsatisfiable
vda_gr_rcs_w8 1160 1 5 satisfiable

4.3 The Unsolved Problems from SAT2005

In order to evaluate SATU on benchmarks that are challengingfor current state-of-the-
art sequential SAT solvers we used problem instances from the SAT2005 satisfiabil-
ity solver competition (http://www.satcompetition.org/2005). An inter-
esting class of problems are those formulas that were not solved by any of the partici-
pating solvers during the competition.

From the set of unsolved formulas, we took a set of instances which during the
competition were tried with at least ten of the participating solvers but were solved by
none. The results are given in Table 3. The parameters for SATU were the same as in
Sect. 4.2. A total of seven problems from the nine for which the solving was tried were
solved before the timeout of 48 hours.

Table 3.selected unsolved formulas from SAT2005 solver competition

Name time (s) Result

eulcbip-9-UNSAT 172800 timeout
gensys-ukn007 10701 unsatisfiable
gensys-ukn008 9422 unsatisfiable
2c-rand3bip-sat-230-1 1060 satisfiable
2c-rand3bip-sat-230-3 1365 satisfiable
2c-rand3bip-sat-240-2 3053 satisfiable
2c-rand3bip-sat-250-1 2264 satisfiable
mod2c-rand3bip-sat-250-3 2641 satisfiable
phnf-size10-exclusive-equilarge_m1 172800 timeout

5 Conclusions

The paper presents a novel method for distributed SAT solving, called scattering, de-
scribes how it is implemented in the SATU system on a production-level Scandina-
vian computational grid called NorduGrid, and studies the performance of SATU using
benchmarks from previous SAT competitions. Scattering differs from other distributed



SAT solving methods [9,10,11,12,13,14] in a number of ways:(i) any SAT solver, in-
cluding industrial black box solvers, can be used with no modifications, (ii) it has mod-
est requirements for communication but still allows process coordination, (iii) when the
solving of a problem needs to be distributed, it is possible to divide the problem to not
just two but to an arbitrary number of subproblems, and (iv) in scattering, heuristics for
dividing a problem to subproblems and for managing the overall distributed search are
separated from the heuristic for solving individual subproblems.

Interesting topics of future work include the optimizationof the scattering algorithm
and the grid job management. Also a more thorough comparisonbetween the SDSAT
method and SATU might provide some useful hints on how to combine the benefits of
both approaches.
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